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How our Trip Came to Be:
In the fall of 2013 Jill Neihaus and Ginne Hooper, member of the Colts Neck Reformed Church, came to my office and pitched an
idea. They had traveled to Uganda with ChangeALife Uganda (CALU) in the summer of 2013 and they thought Jamie and I would be
interested in traveling with the organization in 2014.
We met with the president and vice president of CALU, Jean Semler and Dave
Thelen, several times to discuss possible projects. They were very encouraging
and felt we were more than qualified to come and teach a class for at the St.
Lawrence School. Their hope for the project was that it would be a blessing to
the children, but also that it might inspire the teachers of the school to think
about alternative methods for teaching.
Jean and Dave also wanted us to help tell the stories of people who had been
affected by the various CALU programs operating in Uganda. We planned to
conduct interviews which would be made into profiles for the CALU website and
other development materials.
Eventually the plan was set. For one week Jamie and I would teach a learnercentered reading and writing class to the 5th graders of the St. Lawrence School.
We would teach the learners about story writing and then help them write and illustrate their own stories. The rest of our time
would be spent traveling around Mygeria to see the various CALU programs.
The People Who Made Our Trip Possible:
This trip came about because of the efforts of Jean Semler and Dave Thelen. Jean and Dave are New Jersey residents who met Father Lawrence Kimbowa, a young Ugandan Catholic Priest, in
2006 when he was visiting Trenton. Jean and Dave learned
about his Diocese in Kasana-Luweero, Uganda. Just a few years
before 2006, that area had seen a civil war between competing
tribal groups. The fighting left tens-of-thousands of people dead
and social and religious institutions shattered.
The diocese was a sad place with little hope. Father Lawrence
and other Catholic Priests were sent into this former war zone
to bring love, compassion, hope, and positive social change.
Centered around a local parish church, Father Lawrence and
ChangeALife began multiple projects to improve the lives and
the outlook of the Miygera community.

Our Trip to Uganda
July 3rd—July 16th, 2014
By Rev Jeff Knol

Arriving Under Threat
We arrived in Entebbe, Uganda, with Dave Thelen on Thursday July 3 rd. We landed around 10:30pm completely unaware that the
US embassy in Uganda had issued a warning regarding terrorist threats on the Entebbe Airport specifically between 9pm-12am that
night! When we made it to Father Lawrence’s home compound three hours later we found that our phones were full of anxious
messages from friends and family. Our first night was apparently full of excitement, but we were totally unaware!

Lay of the Land
Our time was spent between five locations in Uganda. Entebbe, Nabbingo, Kasana-Luweero, Mygeria, and Kampala. We spent
three to four hours each day driving in air-conditioned vans, driven by professional drivers. Most people in Uganda get around on
motor cycles called bota-botas and minibus taxis. The drivers were wonderful guys. The main roads were paved two-way highways. In the bush the roads were main packed dirt; they were badly pot-holed and channeled by erosion.

Nabbingo
Father Lawrence has a home compound in Nabinggo, which is
near Entebbe and Kampala. The compound has a house for
Father Lawrence with two guest rooms. There is also space for
his father Ta-Ta, and quarters for the young men who are students at the nearby seminary and the young women who do
the cooking, cleaning, and help care for the property. We
spent several nights in Nabbingo and attending a Catholic Mass
led by Father Lawrence at the local Catholic Church.

Kasana-Luweero
The Diocesan head-quarters are in Kasana-Luweero. This complex is home to
Bishop Paul, a cathedral, church offices, and classroom facilities. The town of
Kasana-Luweero, which is two hours north of Nabbingo and one hour south of
Mygeria, is famous for its pineapple, which is delicious. Jamie and I spent most of
our nights in the Bishop’s guest house in Kasana-Luweero along with other members of the CALU team. Bishop Paul invited us for dinner at his home one night
and Father Lawrence gave us a tour of the Diocesan buildings. The image to the
left is the front wall of the cathedral. Pictured are the 22 Ugandan Martyrs surrounding Christ in a heavenly scene. These 22 were the first Ugandan Christians converts; they were martyred for their faith in the
late 1800’s.

Mygeria
The St. Lawrence school, which is the focus of ChangeALife’s efforts, is located in the rural
town of Mygeria. Father Lawrence called this area the bush. There is a main street with brick
buildings, including a gas station, motels, and various shops. Most families live simple lives in
mud huts growing vegetables, fruit, and raising livestock. The town has a parish center, where
CALU has introduced programs and helped with various projects. There is a medical center,
where people receive treatment for HIV/AIDS and where pregnant women come for care.
The school grounds are basic. There are several class rooms, an office for the principle, latrines, and a kitchen building. The school is simple, but well maintained compared to other
schools we visited. Like most schools in Uganda there is a soccer field nearby. The Parish
house, where father Paul and his assistance priest live, was our morning and lunch-time
meeting place. Every morning we would use the bathroom at the parish house, grab a cold
Coke-Cola, and then head off to our respective projects.

Kampala
Kampala is the big city in Uganda. There are tall office buildings and all sorts of shopping malls and restaurants. We visited Kampala to learn and shop. We toured the former president’s home in the center of the city and heard the sad tale of Uganda’s political
woes following their independence from the United Kingdom in 1962. We saw the torture chamber constructed by Idi Amin where
thousands of his opponents and innocent victims were imprisoned and killed. While in Kampala we toured a market and bought
several bolts of African printed fabrics. We also visited a craft fair to buy souvenirs.

Our Projects
The Love of Reading and Writing Stories:
Our first project was leading a class we called “The Love of Reading and Writing Stories.” The main purpose was to give the learners a chance to write and illustrate a story; it was a chance for them to create something personal. Education at the school is typically very teacher-centered. The teacher has the knowledge and he or she passes it down to the learner. Our class focused on the
learner; they had the ideas and abilities to create something beautiful. We taught that writing stories helps us learn better reading
and writing skills, it allows us to engage our God-given creativity, and it allows us to share our thoughts and ideas with others.
Jamie and I taught and wrote on the chalk board in English. We had social workers from CALU helping us lead the class. They often
translated our English in to Luganda, which is the tribal language of nearly 30% of the Uganda population, to make sure the children understood our instructions.

We began by reading two stories to the class: “Bringing the Rain to Kapiti Plain” and “Frog and Toad: The Hat.” Both stories have
problems solved by the heroic main characters. We used these stories to teach four key elements of a story: Setting, Character,
Problem, and Solution. Using work sheets we identified the settings, characters, problems, and solutions in these stories. Then we
thought together about other settings, characters, problems, and solutions that we might use in our own stories.
By the third day each learner was asked to choose a setting, characters, problem, and solution for his or her own story. Each learner was given a blank book in which to write and illustrate his or her story. The learners worked at their desks to write their stories
and color pictures. They did wonderful work. Some followed our direction better than others, but we all had fun writing and illustrating in our special books.

Visits and Interviews:
In the afternoons Jamie and I traveled to different locations to meet people who had been involved with the many programs offered
by CALU in and beyond the Mygeria community. We conducted interviews, which will be published on the CALU website.

Microfinance:
We met learners and their families who were involved in microfinance projects,
such as Michael who had received a cow through the program. His family will breed
the cow and return the first female calf to CALU as repayment on the loan. Any
additional calves will be retained by the family and increase their wealth and stability. Tracy, whom our church sponsors, is raising goats through the microfinance
program. Other learners raise pigs and one learner raises rabbits.

Tailoring:
We spoke with five women who have been coming to the tailoring program, which was established last summer by Jill Niehaus and
Ginne Hooper of CNRC. The group meets in the old parish church building with its open windows and concrete floors. Some women come alone and some bring their babies and children who are too young to be in school. The distance they travel to come to
the program varies. Some live nearby and some walk an hour or more to come to
the program. Tailoring offers these women a method of industry. They all hope to
sew school uniforms or women’s dresses to sell. The money they raise will go towards improving their families’ situations. Regardless of any future financial profits
the tailoring programing is already having a positive impact in the lives of these
women. The program gives them a sense of pride and independence. They are taking action to improve their situation; they are not waiting around for someone else
to help them. The women also share knowledge as they become friends at the program. The younger women learn from their conversations with the older women.
All in all, the program has been a blessing to the community.

Adult Literacy:
We visited two different schools which offer adult literacy programs. Learners meet in classrooms built for children, learning lessons as basic as the alphabet and as complex as multiplication and lessons on HIV/AIDS. The classes are offered to men and women, but most learners are female. Supposedly Ugandan men have a hard time admitting their need and would be ashamed to come to an adult literacy class. These
women, whose ages varied from early twenties to late sixties, were unable to
attend school as children for financial reasons; their parents could not afford the
school fees. The first desire of most learners is to learn how to sign their names.
Town council and church events often require participants to sign roll calls or other
forms. The women we spoke to talked about the shame they felt after not being
able to sign their names. After writing the learners also learn skills that help them
plan for their families. They learn skills that help them measure resources, keep
records, and make plans for money and goods. As with tailoring, the distance people travel to attend these courses varies from fifteen minutes to over an hour. Another similarity we found with tailoring was the pride these learners felt. They were
improving their lives and they were proud of the progress they were bringing about
in their own lives.

Sponsorship:
Sponsorship improves the situation of learners and their families. School fees for the year are around $400, which pays for the
dormitory, meals, school supplies, school uniforms, and helps pay for the general cost of running the school.
Unsponsored learners must walk between home and school every day, which limits their time for homework and play. Some of
these walks are very long. One dark morning two members of our team took a 45 minute walk following a young learner to school.
Learners who walk either have parents who can’t afford the cost of the dorms or their parents want the child to return home in the
evenings to help with the family industry.
Most families live in a one room hut, composed of mud with a thatched roof.
These are wonderfully constructed structures, but primitive. Families have a
second structure near the hut where food is prepared. There is no plumbing
or sanitation at home. Water is collected and carried in plastic jerry cans from
bore holes and reservoirs.
Most homes are surrounded by small fields of corn, peanuts, potatoes, cassava, potatoes, banana trees, pineapple trees, or mango trees. Most families
have a collection of livestock, like pigs, goats, or chickens, which roam their
land. It is common to see a guard dog sometimes referred to as “police.” The
whole family, including children from a young age, help with the family’s industry. This includes the upkeep of the home, collecting water and firewood,
cooking, cleaning, looking after the animals, tending the
crops, and selling extra produce at road side stands. Most
families have few liquid assets. They raise a modest
amount of crops and animals and sell some of their produce to raise cash. It is from this cash which school fees
are paid. Few families can afford school fees for all of
their children and decisions must be made between who
will live at home and who will live in the dorms at the
school.
There is little chance that learners have time, after helping
around the home, for homework as artificial light is a luxury few people living in the bush can afford. Life for unsponsored learners seems to be composed of walking to
school, class time, walking home, helping with the family
industry, and sleep. Sponsorship gives children some leeway. Sponsorship removes the financial burden of school
from the family and allows the child to stay in the dorms. This decreases the workload expected of the child and increases his or
her opportunities for play and homework.
Jamie and I are sponsoring a first grade student named Timothy (pictured with Jeff
above). Colts Neck Reformed Church currently sponsors two students named Tracy and Morgan. Morgan, pictured to the left, is an orphan who lives with his
grandparents and aunt. His father died when he was only a few months old and
his mother left him in the care of his grandmother. She also died while traveling in
Sudan, which is directly north of Uganda. The details of their deaths are not clear
to us, but Morgan’s need is clear. His social worker discovered recently that he
was not attending class because his grandmother had failed to pay his school fees.
With sponsorship not only will he be back in class, he will also have the benefit of
school-prepared meals throughout the school day.

The Water Celebration
When CALU began their work in 2006 they asked the Mygeria community what they
needed and the overwhelming response was WATER. Mygeria, like most communities
in the bush, has a desperate water situation. When water is available it is horribly contaminated. The local reservoir is fed by water draining directly off the roads and fields.
Everything on the ground runs into the reservoir including human and animal waste.
The reservoir is the primary water source for the school and local households. Nearby
bore holes, from which water is pumped, are at times less contaminated, but are often
less reliable in this drought-prone area.
CALU raised an incredible amount of money in order to fund a 512 foot well, pump,
water tower, and distribution system for the Mygeria community. The diocese now
owns and overseas the completed project. Water is now flowing from the water tower to the St. Lawrence School, the parish church, the medical clinic, and to distribution
kiosks where local residents will be able to buy water for a reasonable cost. The money raised will go towards upkeep for the water
system.
Jamie and I witnessed the celebration of the completed water project. During the celebration the
local marching band paraded down the main
street. Bishop Paul came and blessed the pump
and water tower. Local officials gave thank-you
speeches to CALU, to the construction company,
to the schools and churches of New Jersey, which
raised money for the project, and to the diocese.
The St. Lawrence school children performed
songs, dances, and poems to mark the occasion.
It was a joyous event and very inspirational. Jean
and Dave and the people of CALU have made a
real and lasting impact in the lives of thousands
of people through their efforts.

Going on Safari
We had the awesome experience of going on Safari
in the Murchison Falls Game Park in Uganda.
Along with six other CALU volunteers, we saw Murchison Falls, took a boat ride on the Nile River, and
took a driving Safari through the game park. The
lions were hiding that weekend, but we saw plenty
of elephants, hippos, crocodiles, giraffes, monkeys,
and beautiful birds. It was quite an experience
seeing all those huge animals casually walking
along the banks of the Nile and the plains of the
park.
Conclusion: Jamie and I are grateful for all who
helped make this trip possible. We were blessed in
many ways due to our trip to Africa.

